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The sharpness of a theorem of K. Cooke and S. M. Verduyn Lunel Differential
 . .Integral Equations 6 1993 1101]1117 about small solutions of linear time-
dependent delay equations is proved. A wide class of nonautonomous functional-
differential equations possessing small solutions is constructed. The construction is
based on the existence of quickly decreasing solutions of functional-differential
equations with linearly expanded arguments. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the following initial value problem:
x9 t s A t x t q B t x t y 1 , t G 0, 1 .  .  .  .  .  .
x t s x t s w t , y1 F t - 0. 2 .  .  .  .0
 .A solution x t is called small if
lim x t ek t s 0 for every k g R. .
tª`
Small solutions that are not identically zero are called nontri¨ ial.
 .The non existence of small solutions is important in the qualitative
 .theory of functional-differential equations. For example, let A t ' A and
 .B t ' B be independent of time and consider the system of elementary
solutions of the autonomous equation, that is, solutions of the form
 .  . ltx t s p t e , where p is a polynomial and l is a complex number. The
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system of elementary solutions is complete if and only if the zero solution
w x w xis the only small solution 16 . For more examples see 18 .
The following theorem on the nonexistence of small solutions has been
w xproved in 3 .
w x  .  .THEOREM 1. 3 . Let A ? , B ? be real analytic n = n-matrix ¨alued
 .  . <  . <functions. If A ? and B ? are bounded and det B t ) 0 for t g R, then
 .  .the initial ¨alue problem 1 ] 2 has no nontri¨ ial small solutions.
The initial value problem on the half-axis R is considered in Theoremq
1, but boundedness and analyticity of coefficients is required on the whole
line R. So a natural question arises: are boundedness and analyticity of the
coefficients on the whole line essential cannot be omitted from the
.hypotheses ?
In this paper we show that boundedness of the coefficients on the whole
line is essential for the validity of Theorem 1. Moreover, we construct a
 .wide class of higher order scalar functional differential equations FDE
 .with analytic coefficients bounded on R but unbounded on R , possess-q
ing nontrivial small solutions. Then we show that analyticity cannot be
omitted from the hypotheses, by exhibiting examples of equations, with
coefficients bounded on all of R, but not analytic, possessing nontrivial
small solutions.
1. SMALL SOLUTIONS OF DELAY EQUATIONS AND
FDE WITH RESCALING
We shall use in this section some results concerning equations with
rescaling of the form
l my1
m. k .y x s a y l x q m ; y` - x - `, 3 .  . .  jk j j
js0 ks0
in which a g C, l , m g R and at least one of the coefficients a isjk j j q jk
 .  .nonzero. A function y x : R ª C is called a bilateral solution of 3 if it is
 .m times differentiable and satisfies 1 for all x g R. There are numerous
 .interesting applications for special cases of 3 .
Even the simplest equations of this type
y9 x s ay l x q by x .  .  .
has surprisingly diverse applications in areas ranging from number theory
w x w x14 to astrophysics 2 . A thorough analysis of the latter equation has been
w xgiven by Kato and McLeod in 12, 13 .
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More information about FDE with rescaling and their applications in
probability, dynamical systems, spectral theory of Schrodinger operators,¨
w xapproximation theory, and wavelets can be found in 9 .
In what follows we shall deal with a special subclass of equations with
rescaling, which we call equations with linearly expanded arguments. These
are equations of the form
l my1
m. k .y x s a y l x , 4 .  . .  jk j
js0 ks0
where
l ) 1, j s 0, 1, . . . , l.j
 .Equation 4 splits in a natural way into two separate equations: one for
 .x g R and another for x g R . We may therefore consider 4 forq y
 .  .x g R only and we shall call a function y x solution of 4 if, it is mq
 .times differentiable and satisfies 4 for all x g R .q
Our construction of small solutions for delay differential equations is
based on the following Theorem 2, which is concerned with the existence
 .of quickly decreasing solutions of 4 . Denote
l s min l , L s max l ,j j
and suppose that
l ) 1.
w x  .THEOREM 2. 5, 6, 8 . Consider any FDE of the form 3 with l ) 1.
Then for any g satisfying the estimate
1
g - g s 5 .˜
2 ln L
and any C ) 0, the equation has a nontri¨ ial solution, satisfying the estimate
< < 2y x F C exp yg ln x , x ) 0. 6 4 .  .
Remark 1. Theorem 2 may be considered as a generalization of
 . w xTheorem 10 ii in 13 for equations of arbitrary order with several trans-
formations of the argument. Moreover, it provides an upper bound of the
 .solution of 4 not only at infinity, but near the origin as well.
w x Theorem 2 in the above form was published in 5, 6 . A similar but
.  .weaker result}the existence of a nontrivial solution of 4 , satisfying the
estimate
< < 2y x F C exp yg ln 1 q x , x G 0, 7 4 .  .  .
and initial conditions
y k . 0 s 0, k s 0, . . . , m y 1, 8 .  .
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w x w xwas proved in 8 . Since 6 was not translated into English and is difficult
to access, we shall present, for the reader’s convenience, the proof of
Theorem 2 in Section 2.
To construct small solutions of difference-differential equations we
 .make in 4 the simple change of variables:
x s et , l s eC j , y x s y et s z t , 9 .  .  .  .j
or
t s ln x , C s ln l , y x s z t s z ln x . 10 .  .  .  .j j
Then
dy dz dt dz 1 dz
yts ? s ? s ? e , 11 .
dx dt dx dt x dt
d2 y d2 z dt dz dt d2 z dz
yt yt y2 ts ? ? e y e s y e ,2 2 2 /dx dt dx dtdx dt dt
d3 y d3z d2 z dt d2 z dz dt
y2 t y2 ts y ? ? e y 2 y e ?3 3 2 2 /  /dx dt dxdx dt dt dt
d3z d2 z dz
y3 ts y 3 q 2 e ,3 2 /dtdx dt
???
dn y dnz dny1z dz
yn t n. n. n.s e D q D q ??? qDn ny1 1n n ny1 /dx dt dtdt
ddet yn ts e L z t , 12 .  .n  /dt
 .  .where L drdt is a differential operator of nth order defined by 12 .n
Define polynomials T by the formulan
T s s L ys . .  .n n
 .An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and 12 is the following.
THEOREM 3. Consider a difference-differential equation of the form
l my1d d
kym. tT u t s b e T u t y C , t g R, 13 .  . . m jk k j /  /dt dtjs0 ks0
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in which
b g C, C ) 0jk j
and at least one of b / 0. Then for any g , satisfying the estimatejk
1
g - g s ,˜
2 max Cj
0FjFl
and for any D ) 0 the equation has a nontri¨ ial small bilateral solution,
satisfying the estimate
< < 2u t F D exp yg t , y` - t - ` 14 4 .  .
 .  .Recall that a function u t is called a bilateral solution of 13 , if it is m
 .times differentiable and satisfies 13 for all t g R.
 .  .Proof. Change of variables 9 and converts 3 to an advance type
equation
l my1d d
ym t ykC yk tje L z t s a e e L z t q C , 15 .  . . . m jk k j /  /dt dtjs0 ks0
Denoting b s a eyk Cj and making another change of variables t ª yt,jk jk
 .  .  .  .z yt s u t , we obtain finally that 13 has small solution u t , satisfying
 .14 .
 .EXAMPLE. For all b / 0 and all C ) 0 i s 0, 1, 2 equationsi i
u9 t s b eyt u t y C , 16 .  .  .0 0
u0 t q u9 t s b eyt u9 t y C q b ey2 tu t y C , 17 .  .  .  .  .1 1 0 0
d2 d
ytu- t q 3u0 t q 2u9 t s b e q u t y C .  .  .  .2 22 /dtdt
q b ey2 tu9 t y C q b ey3 tu t y C .  .1 1 0 0
18 .
 24have nontrivial small solutions, decaying as exp yg t , when t ª "`.
Remark 2. The preceding examples have analytic coefficients that are
not bounded on all of R, and the equations have small solutions. The
examples can be modified to obtain equations with bounded, but nonana-
 .lytic coefficients. For instance, suppose that u t is a small solution of0
 .  . `  .  . yt16 . Let B t be a positive C function on y`, ` , such that B t s e
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 . for t G 0 and B t s 1 for t F yC . It is well known that it is possible to0
` .construct such a C continuation . Then the equation
z9 t s b B t z t y C 19 .  .  .  .0 0
 .  .has the solution z t s u t for t G 0. This equation has a positive0
coefficient that is C` and is bounded on R, yet it has a nontrivial small
solution as t ª `.
Remark 3. If we continue drawing a parallel between difference-
differential equations and FDE with linearly transformed arguments of the
form
l my1
m. k .y x s a y a x q b 20 .  . .  jk j j
js0 ks0
a g C, a , b g R; y` - x - `,jk j j
w xthen the following result 5, 7 can be considered as an analogue of Henry’s
w xtheorem 11 on small solutions. Denote
< < < < < <a s min a , A s max a , B s max b .j j j
0FjFl 0FjFl 0FjFl
 .Assume that a ) 1. Any solution of Eq. 20 , which satisfies the estimate
< k . < 2 < <y x F C exp yg ln 1 q x , k s 0, . . . , m y 1; x g R, 21 .  .  . 41
for some C ) 0 and
m2 ln A
g ) g s 22 .˜1 22 ln a
w  .  .xis a function, supported on the inter¨ al yBr a y 1 , Br a y 1 .
 .It means, roughly speaking, that each quickly decreasing solution of 20
has to be identically zero outside a finite interval. On the other hand, the
 .above result is a generalization of Theorem 10 i by Kato and McLeod
w x13 .
 . w xRemark 4. Our example 16 is similar to Oliva’s example 10
u9 t s 2 te1y2 t .u t y 1 .  .
 . yt 2of an equation possessing the small solution u t s e .
 .Remark 5. The result of Theorem 3 is robust structurally stable with
 .respect to the coefficients b , i.e., any equation of the form 13 has ajk
 .small solution satisfying 14 .
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Remark 6. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the distributional
w xsolution techniques, developed in 4, 19, 20 .
We conclude this section with the following open problem of principal
w xinterest 18 .
w xProblem 18 . Let b: R ª R be a continuous function such that there
<  . <exists positive constants m and M such that 0 - m - b t - M. Can0
equation
x9 t s b t x t y 1 .  .  .
have nontrivial small solutions?
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We divide the proof into four steps:
1. First, by means of Laplace transform we construct a nontrivial
 .  .  .solution y x of 3 , satisfying the initial conditions 8 and the estimate
 .7 . Denote
`
yp xf p s L y x s y x e dx. 23 .  .  .  .H
0
 .Then f p satisfies the equation
l my1 p
m kp f p q c p f s 0 24 .  .  jk  /l jjs0 ks0
j for appropriate constants c . If l s q , where q ) 1 or, more generally,jk j
l are multiplicatively commensurable, i.e., l s q rj, where q ) 1 and thej j
.  . w xr are rational , then 24 is a q-difference equation 1 . In that case,j
w x  . < <according to 1 , Eq. 24 has in the neighbourhood 0 - p - r of the1
origin a solution of the form
f p s e m1 ln2 pyln p ln q.pk d q d p1r s q ??? qd pk r s q ??? , 25 .  . .0 1 k
 .where m G m s mr 2 ln L , k is some complex number, s is a positive1
< <integer, the series in the parentheses converges for p - r , and the1
 .coefficient d can be chosen arbitrarily. Recall that L s max l . Choose0 j
 .in 25 that branch of the logarithm for which yp - arg p s w F p . Then
«
2< < < < < <f p F C exp y m y ln p , p F r , 26 .  .1 1 5 /2
for some C ) 0 and every « ) 0.1
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 .The local solution 25 can be analytically continued into the entire
 .complex plane with a cut along the real negative axis by means of 24 .
 .Rewriting 24 in the form
l my1 p
ym qkf p s y c p f , 27 .  .  jk  /l jjs0 ks0
 .it is clear that for every n g N, there exists c s c n ) 0 such that2 2
< < < <yn < <f p - c p , p G r , n s 0, 1, . . . , 28 .  .2 1
 . < <i.e., each solution of 27 decreases faster than any power of p as p tends
w xto infinity. It has been proved in 8 , that it is possible to get rid of the
assumption of multiplicative commensurability in the above construction
 .  .and to prove the existence of a nontrivial solution of 24 , satisfying 26
 .and 28 in the general case, with the only assumption l s min l ) 1.j
2. The function
1 aqi`y1 p xy x s L f p s f p e dp 29 .  .  .  .H2p i ayi`
 .  .is the sought nontrivial solution of the Cauchy problem 3 , 8 . Let us
 .  .demonstrate that y t satisfies estimate 7 , as well. To prove this, consider
the contour integral
I x s f p e p xdp .  .H
G
along the contour G depicted on Fig. 1, where the designations of each
part of the contour can be seen from the picture. According to Cauchy’s
theorem,
0 s I x s q q q q f p e p xdp. 30 .  .  .H H H H H /C C I II IIIR r
 .  .Next, suppose that r ª 0 and R ª `. Then, in view of 26 , 28 , and
the Jordan lemma,
f p e p xdx ª 0, f p e p xdp ª 0. 31 .  .  .H Hr ª 0 R ª`
C Cr R
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FIG. 1
Taking into consideration that p s r eip on the upper bank of the cut and
yip  .  .p s r e on the lower bank, from 30 and 31 it follows that
1 aqi` p xy x s f p e dp .  .H2p i ayi`
` `1
yip yr x ip yr xs f r e e dr y f r e e dr , 32 . .  .H H /2p i 0 0
 .  .  .By means of 32 , 26 , and 28 ,
r «1 2 yr x yr x1< <y x F 2 c exp y m y ln r e dr q 2c e . H3 4 5 /20
` «
2 yr x yr x1F 2c exp y m y ln r e dr q 4c e . 33 .H3 4 5 /20
 .To continue estimate 33 we need an upper bound for the integral
` 2yh ln r yr xI x s e e dr , 34 .  .Hh
0
where h ) 0 and x ) 0. We shall prove below that
0 - I x F c eyhy2 d .ln21qx . 35 .  .h 5
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 .  .for any d ) 0 and some c ) 0. In view of 33 and 355
< < 2 < <y x F c exp y m y « ln 1 q x , x G 0, 4 .  .  .6
 .for some c ) 0 and thus 7 follows. Moreover since6
aqi`k . k p xy x s p f p e dp, .  .H
ayi`
  .  ..one can obtain using again 26 and 28 that
< k . < 2y x F L exp yg ln 1 q x , k s 0, 1, . . . , x G 0, 36 4 .  .  .k
 .for g satisfying 5 and L ) 0.k
 .  .3. To prove 35 , make a change of variables r x s u in 34 . Then
`
yh ln2 x
`e2 2yh ln r yr x 2h ln x ln u yuyh ln ue e dr s e e du. 37 .H Hx0 0
Now, split the interval of integration in the latter integral into two parts:
w x w .0, 1 and 1, ` ; and estimate the corresponding integrals separately. Sup-
 .pose x is sufficiently large x ) e . Then, first
1 12 22h ln x ln u yuyh ln u yuyh ln ue e du F e du - c 38 .H H 7
0 0
 .since h ) 0 and, second,
` `2 . . .’ ’2h ln x ln u yuyh ln u 2 d ln x hr d ln u yue e du s e e duH H
1 1
`2 2 2 2d ln x h rd .ln uyu d ln xF e e du F c e . 39 .H 8
1
 .  .  .  .Combining 37 , 38 , and 39 we obtain 35 .
 .  .  .4. Finally we shall demonstrate that 7 and 8 imply 6 .
 .  .  .a Note first that, according to 8 and 3 ,
y k . 0 s 0, k s 0,1, . . . . 40 .  .
 .  .Second, according to 36 all derivatives of y x are bounded on
R . Denoteq
< k . <c s sup y x - ` 41 .  .k
n-x-`
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 .and differentiate 3 n times. It then follows that
c F D Ln max c 42 .mq n 1 kqn
0FkFmy1
with some D ) 0 and we can assume without loss of generality1
.  .that D ) 1 . Iterating 42 , we obtain1
c F D Dnq1L1q2q? ? ?qn , 43 .mq n 2 1
where D s max c . Denote N s m q n. We obtain2 0 F k F my1 k
 .from 43 that
c F D NLN 2 r2 44 .N 3
for some D ) 0.3
 .b Now we apply Taylor’s formula with the remainder term in
w x  .Lagrange form on the interval yx, x . It follows from 40 and
 .44 that
< < N N
2 r2 N N N 2 r2 Ny x F 1rN ! D L x F D L x , .  . 3 3
N s 0, 1, . . . , 45 .
that is,
N 2N r2< <y x F inf D x L . 46 .  .  .3
NG0
In order to find the above infimum we introduce the function
f z s e ln L r2. z 2qz lnD 3 x . 47 .  .
 .of a continuous argument z. The function f z attains its mini-
mum, together with the quadratic polynomial
ln L
2w z s z q ln D x z .  .32
at the point z s yln D xrln L. If 0 - x - Dy1 then z ) 0min 3 3 min
and one can find N g Z such that0
0 - N y z - 1.0 min
Hence,
N 2N r2inf D x L F f N F f z q 1 . 48 .  .  .  .3 0 min
NG0
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But,
f z q 1 s e ln L r2ey1 r2 ln L .ln2D 3 x . .min
s e ln L r2eyln2 D 3 r2 ln LDyln x r ln Leyln2 x r2 ln L3
F Ceyw1y« .r2 ln L xln2 x 49 .
 .  .for any 0 - « - 1 and some C ) 0. Now 6 follows from 46 ,
 .  .48 , and 49 .
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